Learn to love your body!

In today’s world, there are so many pressures young boys and girls face as they attempt to meet society’s expectations of ideal physical appearance. We at FAN4Kids feel it is important to stress, to our students, the value of self worth and to help them accept themselves as they are as opposed to striving for a perceived standard which is most often unrealistic, unattainable and sure to cause discomfort.

In a letter written by the co-founder of a nutrition education company AND a MOM, reprinted here, the author addresses her children’s bodies, first thanking them for protecting her children both physically and emotionally and then filling them with hope that her children will, in turn, love their bodies and always feel comfortable in their own skin. Share this letter with your children too.....

Dear Body,

Thank you for being my home. For loving me no matter what I do. For keeping me in one piece and recovering quickly even when I challenge you with trips, slips, falls, collisions, tackles, concussions, late nights of studying, too much sugar, and the germs that I encounter everywhere.

Thank you for protecting me from the many harsh and damaging chemicals, pollutants and substances in our world. For ditching the bad stuff you are given and employing the good.

Thank you for helping me to grow and get stronger every year. Thank you for balancing and righting me when I become sad, scared or discouraged. You never ask questions, and you are always there for me.

So to say thank you this New Year I will try my hardest to make more choices that benefit you. I will try to sleep well so that you can rebuild the pieces that get broken or weary during a typical day. I will stretch and I will exercise to help you transport blood efficiently.

I will eat lots of vegetables so you don’t have to work so hard to filter the pollution in the air I breathe or the chemicals in the candy I eat.

I will drink many glasses of water so my spine and joints stay hydrated, my blood travels efficiently, and my nerves function correctly. I will eat protein to give me long-lasting energy, and healthful fats to help my brain function at its highest capacity. I will take lots of deep breaths so all of my cells receive the oxygen they need to do their jobs.

I will try to listen when you talk to me. When I yawn, I will recognize that you want me to sleep. When I ache, I will stop pushing you so vigorously. When I feel anxious, I will breathe deeply and slow down. When I feel angry, I will pause, acknowledge and respect my feelings. When I lack energy, I will drink water, eat healthful food and get some fresh air.

And since you love and take care of me no matter what, perhaps this year I could decide to love you back no matter what shape or size you are, no matter how much muscle or fat or bone you build, no matter how coordinated you are or are not, no matter how many pimples you produce, or how many bad hair days you have. I will love you and take care of you as much as you love and take care of me.

This is not only an important lesson for children, but adults too.... Be thankful for the body that you have.

Take care of your body because EVERYTHING you do in life is because you have a body to do it. Enjoy, and share this powerful letter with your children too.

Source: Washingtonpost.com
Recipe Corner: Healthy Smoothies

**Green smoothie**
- 2 cups soy milk
- 3 handfuls baby spinach
- 2 cups chopped pineapples or apples (frozen or fresh), 1 frozen banana

**Mixed Berry smoothie**
- 1 cup frozen mixed berries
- 1 frozen banana
- 1/2 cup low fat plain yogurt
- 1/4 cup orange juice

**Directions:** Place ingredients in blender and blend until smooth. Serve immediately and store leftovers in refrigerator. Enjoy!

---

### Ingredients, Dressing:

- 1 Tbsp sugar, 2 Tbsp red wine vinegar, 1 Tbsp water
- 1/8 tsp salt, 1/8 tsp freshly ground black pepper
- 2 Tbsp extra-virgin olive oil

### Salad:

- 4 cups torn romaine lettuce, 4 cups arugula
- 2 cups quartered strawberries
- 1/3 cup vertically sliced red onion
- 12 ounces skinless, boneless rotisserie chicken breast, sliced
- 2 Tbsp unsalted cashews, halved 1/2 cup (2 ounces) crumbled blue cheese

### Preparation

1. To prepare dressing, combine first 5 ingredients in a small bowl. Gradually drizzle in oil, stirring constantly with a whisk.
2. To prepare salad, combine romaine and next 4 ingredients (through chicken) in a bowl; toss gently. Place about 2 cups chicken mixture on each of 4 plates. Top each serving with 1 1/2 tsp cashews and 2 tbsp cheese. Dress with 4 tbsp dressing. 

Source: www.cookinglight.com

---

Vegetables and Fruits...How to help your family meet the daily recommendation

According to the myplate guidelines, half of one’s plate should be filled with colorful vegetables and fruits. How can one do this? Is it possible? If you are prepared and conscious of this guideline while getting food on the table, this will not be as daunting of a task as it may seem. Here are tips on how to help your family meet the daily recommendations.

1. **Build your meals around fruits and vegetables**- this is a great way to make sure you include them in every meal! Pick a family favorite vegetable and create a meal around it by adding other healthy ingredients from different food groups.
2. **Make a weekly menu and shopping list**- this will help one remember all the items they need and prevent impulse shopping.
3. **Maintain a well-stocked pantry with canned items**- this will ensure you are always prepared, even if you forgot a fresh ingredient.
4. **Be open to trying new fruits and vegetables**- have fun with it-have the family try a new fruit or vegetable together as a family every week.
5. **Choose recipes ahead of time**- look up healthy recipes with vegetables and fruits in cookbooks, online, magazines, etc.
6. **Be a role model**- the more you eat fruits and vegetables the more likely the rest of your family will follow your lead.
7. **Grow a family garden**- this will be a fun way to encourage the family to eat fruits and vegetables.
8. **Make it fun**- shop and cook meals as a family, or have a cook off where half the family cooks dinner one night the other half the next night.
9. **Spice it up**- use a variety of healthy cooking methods and flavors; sauté, grill, steam, stir-fry, bake, and add spice or an ethnic flavor. This will keep everyone eager to eat vegetables and fruits each day.
10. **Snacks**- do not forget that fruits and vegetables are terrific snacks and can be another way to add these foods into your diet during the day. Keep fruits and vegetables easily accessible to everyone in the home.

**What is in Season?** Take a look at the Fruits and Vegetables in Season this spring! Eating vegetables and fruits that are in-season are less expensive and taste fresher. However, you can enjoy the taste of any fruit or vegetable year-round by using fresh, frozen, canned, dried and 100% juice.


---

March is National Nutrition Month!

National Nutrition Month is a nutrition education and information campaign sponsored annually by the academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. The campaign is designed to focus attention on the importance of making informed choices and developing sound eating and physical activity habits. This national campaign fits in perfectly with the FAN4Kids program, as we teach nutrition and fitness lessons to our students, staff and families. Look out for National Nutrition Month projects your children will be bringing home this month. If your child has had FAN4Kids in the past, you will remember how we honored this important campaign. This year, the National Nutrition Month Theme is “Savor the Flavor of Eating Right.” This theme is encouraging everyone to take time to enjoy food traditions and appreciate the pleasures, great flavors and social experiences food can add to our lives. We at FAN4Kids challenge you to develop mindful eating patterns that include nutritious and flavorful foods. Think of food not only as fuel for our bodies, but as a way to really enjoy each bite and celebrate family, traditions, life and good health! Visit: www.eatright.org for more information!
Lateisha Grace has been chosen as the “Fan of the Month” for March! Lateisha is an aid in a Pre-K class at Harriet Tubman School in Newark, NJ. She also has two children who attend the school; one in kindergarten and the other in third grade.

This is the first year Harriet Tubman has had the FAN4Kids program in their school and Lateisha has benefited from it. She has learned how to lead a healthy life for herself and her family. “Every since Ms. Grzywacz came to our class I’ve changed some of my eating habits. She has inspired my family and me to make better choices when it comes to eating. I enjoy learning about more healthy foods and she has even motivated me to workout!” She even buys new healthy foods for her family to taste. It is not only Lateisha who is trying to teach the family how to make healthy choices. For example, when Lateisha and her family were at a restaurant and ordering dinner, her children’s father said “no vegetables on the side please”. Her daughter, who is in Kindergarten, said, “Why don’t you want vegetables, Dad, they make you healthy!”

Lateisha also knows how important exercise is and was so excited when she won a set of boxing gloves during the last family health night. She is putting them to good use and is really making an effort to keep herself and her family healthy! We are very proud of Lateisha!

“Choose Healthy”... at your local bodega

FAN4Kids is pleased to announce that we are piloting a brand new healthy communities initiative at schools we serve in NY and NJ. We have been working together with local bodegas/minimarts in the area to help families make healthier choices outside of school. Did you know that many of your local minimarts actually sell a number of healthy snacks? FAN4Kids will start highlighting those healthy snacks by putting FAN4Kids “Choose Healthy” signs next to items we believe to be healthy or a healthier alternative to not-so-healthy choices many of us often indulge in. Check out participating bodegas and look for the “choose healthy” signs! Ask your children if they can find these signs around the store and encourage them to choose these healthy and delicious snacks that will help them grow big and strong, instead of the junk food that will slow them down (or make them bounce off the walls). Also, talk to your children about incentives their FAN4Kids instructor is giving them for finding the signs in the stores.

Here are the “Choose Healthy” signs that can be found at the local bodegas.

Ask your FAN4Kids instructor which locations are participating and check them out!

Dear Ms. FAN4Kids,

My son seems to have so much pent up energy when he comes home from school. He complains that he is sitting at his desk all day and does not get to move around, except for fitness days with FAN4Kids. He is the type of child who does better with activity throughout the day, but does not seem to be getting nearly enough movement or exercise at school. What can I do about this?

Sincerely, Lack of movement Mom

Dear Lack of movement Mom,

First of all, you are not alone! There are tons of studies that show you are correct and explain the importance and benefits of exercise throughout the day for children. Some of the many benefits of exercise during the school day are; students pay attention and follow directions better, learn more independently and solve problems on their own and fewer disciplinary issues. Even adults have a hard time concentrating and working their best when confined to a chair all day. It is amazing that we expect children to be able to focus and learn without any way to exercise and blow off steam.

We all know that 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous amounts of exercise daily is recommended for children. Is this really happening? Children spend most of their day at school, so it is important for them to get at least some, if not all, of the recommended amount of exercise during the day.

How can exercise be incorporated in the school day? Below are ways that you can make sure this is happening at your child’s school...

1. **Physical Education**- make sure all students have gym scheduled as part of their day. Believe it or not, some students do not even have physical education at their school.
2. **Recess**- make sure all students are getting some form of physical activity for recess everyday. Even the American Academy of Pediatrics says that, “recess is a crucial and necessary component of a child’s development.”
3. **FAN4Kids**- continue to have and request to have more FAN4Kids as part of the school. Our program gets students and their families active through teaching fitness lessons, incorporating fitness breaks during nutrition lessons, leading structured recess and providing parent workshops and family fitness days.
4. **Fitness Breaks**- encourage teachers to include fitness breaks during the day. Giving up a few minutes of class time pays off well as students learn more efficiently and enthusiastically in class after they have had a few minutes of exercise.
5. **School Wellness Council**- this group is made up of individuals from the school community who meet to help improve the school’s health/wellness culture. Find out when the school wellness council meets and see how you can be involved. Be an advocate for your children and find out if they are getting enough exercise at school. If not, speak up and suggest some of the above ideas. In addition, it is important to be a good role model and include exercise into your family’s daily routine at home.
Even though there had been frigid days during the winter, FAN4Kids students have still been getting their exercise in at recess. In the picture above; students at TALES, Queens, NY are having fun exercising as they follow a popular fitness website during a recent recess. Many FAN4Kids students have been jumping along to gonoodle during school and even at home. Check out www.gonoodle.com and try it with your family!

Parents enjoyed the mixed berry and green smoothies our FAN4Kids instructor made at a recent health fair at PS 314, Bronx, NY! Not only were parents able to taste, but they watched and learned how to make delicious and healthy smoothies. Bottom line: Healthy can taste yummy!

Special thanks to our core sponsors, partners and the school administrators at PS 69, PS 157, PS 382, PS 277, PS 81, PS 54, PS 314, PS 73, PS 77, TALES, Seek Academy, HOPES, Hawkins and Harriet Tubman.